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Gujarat Law Society (GLS) established in the year 1927, is one of the largest educational consortiums in the state of 

Gujarat. GLS was promoted by luminaries such a Shri Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, Shri Ganesh Mavalankar, the first 

speaker of the country and was nurtured by revered personalities such as Shri I M Nanavati with a steadfast resolve to 

achieve Excellence in Education.

Based on the services rendered by GLS for more than eight decades, GLS University was established by an act of 

Gujarat Legislative Assembly in the year 2015 to continue the mission of promoting body-Gujarat Law Society. The 

prime philosophy of GLS University is to provide an ideal and creative learning environment and create thought leaders 

who can bring about the much needed change in the fabric of the society.

Since the establishment of GLS University, it has endeavored to introduce programmes and design course structures by 

benchmarking the best prevailing global standards. The University has initiated various innovative programmes in 

diverse areas of Management, Information Technology, Design, Commerce and so on.  Besides the existing 

programmes like B.Com, M.Com, BBA, MBA, BCA and MCA, the University has also introduced other innovative 

diploma, undergraduate and post graduate programmes in various upcoming disciplines such as design, mobile 

applications, etc. With a view to provide an impetus to research, the University has introduced Doctoral Research 

Programme in various disciplines.   

All the courses offered at GLS have a high preference and acceptance in the students’ community as well as the 

corporate fraternity.

GLS University

•  90 years’ rich legacy of Gujarat Law Society

• 10 Acres Campus in the Heart of Ahmedabad City

• Unparalleled academic standards

• Contemporary Infrastructure

• International Immersion opportunities in USA, Canada, Australia and Europe

• Globally Acclaimed Faculty

• Cutting-edge Curriculum & Pedagogy

• Experiential Learning

• Strong Industry and Alumni Network

• Impeccable Placement Records

• Choice based Credit System offering range of Specialization and Course Credit on SWAYAM.

• Students centric programme delivery including Bridge Courses in Enrichment Modules

• Technology driven Learning Management System

• 200 mbps leased line with Campus Wi-Fi from HP Aruba

• Microsoft Partner Institute for Campus Advantage Programme

• More    than 50000 books  to augment  learning

• Access to e-Journal databases like ProQuest, EBSCO, J-Gate, IEEE, etc.

• Research driven Learning Environment

• Membership of National Digital Library Network

• Availability of ‘Shodhganga – A Reservoir of Indian Doctoral Thesis@INFLIBNET

• First of its kind, Apple Technology Lab for professional grade design production and editing.

• World-class Gym and Fitness Studio on Campus.

Why GLSU?



From the President's desk
Dear Prospective Student,

Greetings from GLS University!

At GLS University, we believe that it is not a crisis, but our 

response to it that defines us. 

The COVID-19 global pandemic represents the most 

serious public health challenge that our country and the 

world have faced in a century. GLS University has been 

working tirelessly not only to help mitigate the effects of 

this crisis on the university community, but also to 

alleviate the suffering of the most vulnerable members of 

society.   

Our constant concern from the beginning of the crisis 

has been the health, welfare and safety of the entire GLS 

University community. To this end we have taken a 

number of significant operational decisions.

Whilst we all are adapting to new norms of maintaining 

social distancing; GLS University is investing heavily into 

world-class ONLINE platforms and Learning Technologies 

that will ensure that the education delivery continues 

uninterrupted. This initiative would put our university at 

par with the leading global universities that have adopted 

to high-tech educational innovations enabling us in doing 

all academic tasks ONLINE such as:

1) Conduct and Record Online Virtual Video Lectures

2) Arranging Online Exams, Presentations, Quizzes 

and Assignments

3) Enabling Online Group or Collaborative work

4) Online Query resolution

5) Online Grading, Feedback and Announcement of 

Results 

GLS University and on behalf of my staff members, we 

ensure a smooth educational journey during your 

programme tenure at GLS University.

As one of the most respected and long-standing 

institutions in Gujarat, GLS University has taken its 

responsibility very seriously. From donating Rs. 51 lakhs 

to the CM's Relief Fund, a comprehensive student benefit 

scheme/ scholarship for all deserving and needy 

students to reduce their financial hardship, special 

scholarship for COVID-19 affected students for the 

academic year 2020-21, GLS University is doing its bit in 

line with our motto of “Learn, Love, Serve”.

While there is still a lot of uncertainty about the coming 

months, our plans for the next academic year are based 

on two principles that remain completely certain:

1) first and foremost, to protect the health of our 

students to the best extent possible

2) to provide all of our students with an excellent 

academic experience

I want to provide a strong assurance that we shall be 

doing everything possible to safeguard the health of our 

community through fulfillment of all norms & safeguards 

in a campus and to maintain our high standards of 

excellence in teaching and learning. 

No matter what, we are committed to educating all of our 

students in the upcoming new academic year, in VIRTUAL 

classrooms, and beyond the classroom. We are 

committed to a safe and enriching educational 

experience. We are committed to you.

Sudhir Nanavati

President, GLS University
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To satisfy the growing needs of domestic market for the continued demand of trained manpower in the field of 

Information Technology, Master of Computer Application course was introduced in the year 1999 and GLS(S. R. Parikh) 

Institute of Computer Technology was established.

The glorious journey of 21 years is going on strongly with huge alumni base and strong corporate relationship. The 

institute is continuously adopting the changing market requirements to cope up with the dynamic nature of IT industry. 

The student centric best practices and activities are the key highlights of this NAAC accredited institute. The institute 

has been able to create a vast base of industries where students can seek academic and placement opportunities in 

diverse areas.

The institute has well equipped computer laboratories with high end computer systems encouraging open source 

pedagogy. The comfortable classrooms, separate faculty rooms, seminar-cum-conference room for placement activities 

and other amenities provides a conducive atmosphere for study The library having rich collection of books and journal 

is also housed in the same premises for easy access by the students.

FACULTY OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

MCA at FCT

Master of Computer Applications (MCA) course gives an in-

depth knowledge about how to develop better computer 

applications and software. It is a two years professional post-

graduate programme approved by AICTE for the advance level 

study of computer applications. The programme is a blend of 

both theoretical and practical knowledge. An MCA degree 

enables the students to work with tools used to develop better 

and complex applications.

The institute employs variety of teaching and learning techniques 

to impart knowledge and skills to students. Lectures, 

presentations, seminars and practical project work are commonly 

used to develop conceptual, analytical and decision making skills 

of the students, and to prepare them to face the challenges of 

the organizational environment. Concerted effort is made to 

assess the performance of the students through a continuous 

system of evaluation that includes assignments, presentations, 

software experimentation, tests, quizzes, mid-term and semester-

end examination to ensure highest academic standards as well as 

practical orientation.

Though classroom and laboratory learning is emphasized equally, 

students are also required to undertake a number of practical 

projects in the different subjects of the programme for which the 

requirements gathered from business/industry is analyzed, 

project developed and presented in the form of reports.
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Master of Computer Applications is a two-year course which is divided into four semesters. The coursework includes 

classroom lectures, practical and project work. The syllabus is designed to enable students to have a stable and 

prospering career in IT industry by incorporating latest market trends.

Following is the list of the theory and practical subjects:

COURSE STRUCTURE

SEMESTER - I

1. Data Science-I

2. Advanced Java

3. Cloud Computing

4. AI and Applications

5. Management Information 
Systems

6. Practicals based on Data 
Science-I (Using R)

7. Practicals based on 
Advanced Java

8. Practicals based on 
Advanced Python

Elective - I

1. Digital Marketing 
Technology

2. Ethical Hacking

3. Sensor Network and IoT

4. Distributed Database 
Systems

Semester - II

1. Machine Learning with 
Python

2. Elective-I

3. Block Chain Technology

4. Computer Networks

5. Software Engineering with 
UML

6. Practicals based on Android 
Applications Development

7. Practicals based on Machine 
Learning with Python

8. Summer Assignment

Elective - II

1. DevOps, Dockers and 
Containers

2. Parallel Programming Tools

3. Game Programming using 
OpenGL

4. Image Processing

5. Design Patterns

Semester - III

1. Data Science-II

2. Elective-II

3. Embedded Systems & 
Robotics

4. Information Security

5. Elective-III

6. Practicals based on Data 
Science-II

7. Dissertation / Mini Project  

Elective - III

1. Practicals based on iOS 
Application Development

2. Practicals based on Java 
Framework

Semester - IV

1. Entrepreneurship

2. Industry Internship / 
Software Development 
Project
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• Candidate must have appeared in CMAT with minimum 50% (45% for reserved category) in BCA/B.Sc. (IT)/B.Sc. 

(Computer Science) or equivalent. 

OR

• B.Sc./B.Com./BA (50% for general category and 45% for reserved category) with Mathematics at 10 + 2 level or 

at graduation level with additional bridge course as may be decided by competent authority.

• Admissions to the MCA  Programme is through CMAT. GLS MCA Programme has an intake of 120 seats with the 

provision of 50% Management Quota as per the rules & regulations. 

Eligibility Criteria

Admission Procedure
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• The serene and congenial environment encourages the students to stay at the campus longer for preparation of 

assignments, laboratory work and further reading in the library.       

• The institute has incorporated emerging technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Sensor Network & IoT, Data Science, 

Block Chain Technology, Digital Marketing, Machine Learning and many more.

• The institute has carved its niche in the field of Computer Science education through its innovation in teaching and 

research.

• The institute has liaison with 100+ IT companies for student training and placement.

• The placement cell of the institute is very active with the excellent track record of almost 85-90% placement every 

year.

• The institute has state of the art networked computer laboratories with latest hardware and relevant software. 

Additionally experimental lab, IoT lab and MAC lab is available to students and faculties for enhancing their learning 

and teaching experience.

• The institute has produced more than twenty entrepreneurs working with the various technologies with national 

and international clients.

• Alumni of the institute have acquired respectable positions in academic as well as corporate sectors and their 

continuous collaboration with the institute helps to enhance the academic and research activities.

• The institute promotes use of open source software and trains the student in using variety of open source software 

packages, since there is a visible rise in demand of such skills in the IT Market.

• The institution strives to prepare students according to the dynamic needs of IT industry by regularly arranging 

workshops, seminars, case studies and training programs on new and emerging fields of computer science.

• The institute also arranges seminars on soft skill development and aptitude tests so that students can prepare 

themselves for placement activities.

• For the practical exposure and awareness of industry expectations, the institute arranges industrial visits for 

students.

• The institute has a modern computerized library with more than 12000 books and around 86 national and 

international journals in the subject of computer science along with subscription of e-journals. 

• The institute has a right blend of experienced and young learned faculties with good research experience. The 

average experience of the faculties in academia is more than 16 years. 

Salient Feature

Contact Details

Dean,
Faculty of Computer Technology (MCA),
GLS Campus, Opposite Law Garden, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad 380 006 Gujarat, India.

+91 79 26447636, 26447637 

mca@glsuniversity.ac.in 

www.glsict.org3
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The Faculty of Management at GLS University offers a 2 year (4 Semesters) Masters of Business Administration (MBA) 

Programme for all eligible graduates aspiring for a career in the field of management. It is approved by All India Council 

of Technical Education (AICTE). On the successful completion of the 2-year Programme, the students will be awarded 

the Masters of Business Administration (MBA) Degree.

The institute was established in 1998 with the prime philosophy to create innovative thought leaders well equipped 

with strong functional skills along with palpable ethos to contribute to the society at the micro as well as at the macro 

level. It is among the top 10 preferred choices of the students during the admissions since last 21 years through the 

Centralized System of Admissions for Gujarat State. 

FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

MBA at FOM

MBA at GLS University is based on Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) wherein students can opt for any two 

specializations out of Finance/Marketing/HR along with choice of subjects. The MBA programme at the institute is a 

swift paced and a vibrant blend of educational rigor and corporate relations. A careful concentration is given to 

academic fineness through stringent eminence check in the form of quizzes, assignments, projects and internal 

examinations to ensure that students are resonance in their conceptual knowledge. 

The major focus of the institute is towards incessant learning and assessment of students. The pedagogy is supported 

by tie-up with business houses for industry exposure & training, live projects, corporate expert interactions, global 

immersion and exposure to virtual managerial orientation to mould & empower them to face challenges in today's 

shifting business environment & become successful management professionals in the corporate world. During the 

course of two years, the institute also builds personal efficiency and leadership skills that prove priceless throughout 

students' professional lives. 
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• To equip the students with requisite knowledge, skills & right attitude necessary to operate in a competitive global 

environment.

• To develop competent management professionals with strong ethical values, who would be capable of assuming a 

pivotal role in various sectors of Indian economy & society, aligned with the national priorities.

• To develop proactive thinking so as to perform effectively in the dynamic socio-economic and business ecosystem.

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES

COURSE STRUCTURE

SEMESTER – I

• Critical Thinking & 
Corporate Communication 

• Econometrics & Economics 
for Managers 

• Financial Accounting

• Organizational Behavior

• Principles of Management

• Quantitative Techniques-I

• Research Methodology

Finance Electives:

• Derivatives & Risk 
Management 

• Investment Management

• Management of Financial 
Services

• Corporate Taxation

• International Finance

• Corporate Restructuring

• Financial Analysis, Valuation 
& Reporting

• Forensic Accounting

SEMESTER – II

• Business & Technology 

• Cost Accounting 

• Financial Management 

• Human Resource 
Management 

• Marketing Management

• Production & Operations 
Management

• Quantitative Techniques-II

Marketing Electives:

• Consumer Behavior

• Integrated Marketing 
Communication

• Sales and Distribution 
Management

• Product & Brand 
Management

• Digital Marketing

• Services Marketing

• Retail Management

• Rural Marketing

SEMESTER – III

Core Subjects

• Summer Internship Project

• Business Law

• International Business

Elective-I

Elective-II

Elective-III

Elective-IV

Elective-V

Human Resource Electives:

• Human Resource 
Information System

• Compensation 
Management

• Managing Industrial 
Relations & Labor 
Legislations

• Strategic Human Resource 
Management

• Change Management & 
Organizational 
Development

• Performance Management 

• Talent Management

• Recruitment & Selection

Semester – IV

• Comprehensive Project

• Strategic Management

• Entrepreneurship 
Development

- Elective-I

- Elective-II

- Elective-III
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• The candidate must be a citizen of India

• The candidate must possess a recognized Bachelor’s degree of minimum 3 years duration in any discipline.

• The candidate must have obtained at least 50% (45%in case of candidate belonging to reserved category) in the 

qualifying Examination.

Admissions to the Management Programme is through CMAT. GLS Management Programme has an intake of 300 

seats with the provision of 50% Management Quota as per the rules & regulations.

• 21 Glorious Years in Management Education

• Ranked among Top 10 Institutes for MBA Admission

• Impeccable Placements with almost 100% placed students year after year in 250+ organizations through a 

Dedicated Industry Institute Partnership Cell (IIPC) with remuneration package in the range of 3.5 to 10 lacs p.a.

• Carnegie Melon System of Concurrent Evaluation and Feedback based Skill Acquisition

• Flexible & Modern Syllabus with choice of Dual Specialization

• Unique pedagogy emphasizing experiential learning

• Cutting Edge Pedagogical Mechanism

• Strong Academic Rigor demonstrated with use of innovative sharing-learning processes

• Emphasis on Corporate Interaction and tie-ups with premier corporate houses 

• Best-in-League Faculty Team with Research Acumen & Infrastructural Resources 

• Robust Student Development Cell

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

ADMISSION PROCEDURE

SALIENT FEATURES

Contact Details

Faculty of Management, GLS University
Gujarat Law Society Campus, 
Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad 380006

9925526335, 9687477375, 079-26564836

director@nribm.org or admissions@nribm.org

www.nribm.org

https://in.linkedin.com/in/nribm

https://www.facebook.com/nribm.gls

Instagram: gls_mba
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Faculty of Computer Applications & Information Technology, now a five year old faculty caters to education in the area 

of Computer Science, its applications and Information Technology. It offers two post graduate courses; a two years 

Master of Science (Information Technology) more commonly known as MSc. (IT) and one year Post Graduate Diploma 

in Computer Science and Applications (PGDCA). It also offers undergraduate courses like BCA and Integrated MSc. 

(IT). All the programmes under Faculty of Computer Applications & IT are designed using Open Source as a delivery 

platform. The department offers best-in-class infrastructure with well-equipped computer laboratories. The MSc. (IT) 

programme now in its sixth year has been widely accepted by student fraternity and IT industry. This institute is housed 

in a spacious building having modern interiors that pleases the visitors as well as students. It has well equipped 

computer laboratories, comfortable classrooms, separate faculty rooms, seminar-cum-conference room for placement 

activities and other amenities. The library is also housed in the same premises for easy access by the students. The 

serene and congenial environment encourages the students to stay at the campus longer for preparation of 

assignments, laboratory work and further reading in the library.

FACULTY OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS & IT

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

2 Years MSc (IT) Programme

The MSc. (Information Technology) is a full time, two year course, intended for students who are seeking a professional 

career in the IT industry. This course introduces the students to the modern theories and skills used to design, develop 

and manage IT systems, processes and technologies. They will learn how to apply IT knowledge and skills to the 

development and management of software and web systems. The course has been specifically designed so as to offer 

specialization in five different tracks like Web Programming, Mobile Computing, E Commerce, Data Analytics and 

Internet of Things. A student can choose any one of these tracks to suit the requirements of the IT industry. MSc. (IT) 

programme is an appropriate one if you wish to play a role in developing new computing applications or specialize in 

web or E-commerce programming, developing mobile Apps, designing software, performing data analysis or want to 

choose research as a career. The MSc. (IT) graduates are intended to get employment in many roles, such as computer 

programmers, software developers, system administrators, web developers, technical authors and research associates.
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COURSE STRUCTURE - M Sc (IT)

SEMESTER – I

• Relational Database 
Management System

• Design and Analysis of 
Algorithms

• Cyber Security

• Cloud Computing 

• Object Oriented 
Programming Labs

• Relational Database 
Management System Labs

• Python Programming Labs

• Entrepreneurship Skill 
Development

WEB PROGRAMMING

• Web Services 

• Semantic Web

• Web Development using 
framework

• Web Development using 
PHP and MySQL

• Web Development using 
Ruby on Rails 

SEMESTER – II

• Distributed Operating 
System

• Object Oriented Analysis 
and Design

• Computer Communication 
and  Networking

• Introduction to Blockchain

• Data Warehousing and Data 
Mining

• Web Programming using 
Python

• Web Programming using 
Java

• Summer Assignment

MOBILE COMPUTING

• Web Services

• Mobile Communication & 
Networking

• App Development using 
Angular JS

• App Development using 
Android

• App Development using iOS

DATA ANALYTICS

• Big Data  

• Analytical Database Models 
and Design

• Data Analytics and 
Visualization

• Big Data Analytics using 
Hadoop

• Programming with NoSQL

INTERNET OF THINGS

• Web Services

• Introduction to IoT

• Programming using 
Raspberry pi & Arduino

• App Development using 
Android

• Programming Using WSN 
Kit

SEMESTER – IV

• Industry Internship

SEMESTER – III

The student will be offered 2 
core subjects + 1 Soft Skill 
subject and 5 subjects based 
on the elective track:

Compulsory Subjects:

• Software Engineering

• Artificial Intelligence and 
Machine Learning  

• Soft Skills

• Elective Track

E Commerce 

• Web Services

• Online Commerce 
Fundamentals

• Web Development using 
framework

• Web Development using 
Ruby on Rails

• App Development using 
Android

At FCAIT we believe in holistic development and thus focus on concepts, practical implementation, self-learning and 

industry exposure. 

SEMESTER - III : Elective Track Subjects
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The candidate should have passed any of the qualifying examination as mentioned during the current year.  

• Bachelor's Degree from UGC recognized university in Computer Science / Computer Applications / Information 

Technology or Equivalent. OR

• Bachelor's Degree from UGC recognized university in any discipline of Engineering or Technology. OR

• Any Graduate with Post Graduate Diploma in Computer Applications from UGC recognized university.

• Admissions will be given based on score obtained in graduation and personal interview.

• Candidates who have appeared in the final year examination can also apply.

• GLS University reserves the right to make any exception in the above rules without any notice. However, in case of 

any doubt regarding interpretation of any clause, the decision of the University authorities will be final.

• Allocation for SC, ST, SEBC etc. categories will be as per the rules of the University and State Government of Gujarat 

prevailing at the time of admissions.

Fore more details download our apps:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

ADMISSION PROCESS
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• Five specialization tracks Web Programming, Mobile Computing, E Commerce, Data Analytics and Internet of 

Things to choose from.

• International Immersion programme that provides global experience to students.

• Programme designed using Open Source Technologies as a delivery platform. 

• Apple MAC lab with 60 machines to work on iOS and Apple platforms.

• Access to computer lab with150 Pentium Core-2 duo workstations with Ubuntu 18.04 LTS client machines. 

• Separate Experimental Laboratory available to the students for hands-on unscheduled experiments. 

• Access to E-resources from IET, EBSCO and many open access journals.

• Student mentoring for participation in State and National level Hackathon year on year.

• Google Play store presence to showcase the Android apps developed by students.

• Apple Store presence to showcase the iOS apps developed by students.

• Focus on Entrepreneurship skill development along with placements.

• Industry association with 100+ reputed IT companies.

• More than 90% placement over the years.

SALIENT FEATURES

Contact Details

MSc. (IT) Programme, GLS University,
GLS Campus, Opposite Law Garden, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad 380 006

+91 9409583791,  +91 79 26447636/38 

mscit@glsuniversity.ac.in

www.glsmscit.org

https://www.facebook.com/glsmscit
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As the use of computers and computer based systems is increasing in various sectors, there is a growing requirement 

for the professionals having Interdisciplinary knowledge of computer programming combined with other disciplines. 

PGDCA Programme is a one year full time post graduate diploma programme that prepares the students to seek 

compatible job opportunities in various industries. The approach is to prepare students from diverse fields to develop 

skills related to IT which helps them pursue promising career in software industry. The programme is designed to 

develop the programming and analytical abilities of the students. 

PGDCA programme can be opted by (1) any Graduate who wishes to make a long term career in Information 

Technology. (2) Graduates planning to pursue MSc (T) Programme at GLS University. (3) Graduates who wish to pursue 

Master’s   Degree from Foreign Universities and require minimum of 4 years study in UG. (4) Graduates who wish to 

shape their careers in fields like Computer System Service Specialist, Software Programmer, Web Designer, Web or 

Multimedia Programmer, Academician, Computer Scientist, Information System Manager, IT Support Technician, 

Quality Analyst, Software Marketer and many more will. 

At FCAIT we believe in holistic development and thus focus on concepts, practical implementation, and self-learning 

and industry exposure. 

1 Year PGDCA Programme

COURSE STRUCTURE - PGDCA

SEMESTER – I

• Object Oriented Concepts and Java 

Programming

• Relational Database Management System

• Introduction to Internet, HTML and Java 

Script

• Business Data Communication

• Software Lab

SEMESTER – II

• Structured Object Oriented Analysis & 

Design

• Web Development using WordPress

• Introduction to PHP - Theory &  Practicals

• Advance Java - Theory & Practicals

• Mini Project - IT

The candidate should have passed any of the qualifying examination as mentioned during the current year.  

• Graduates of Arts, Science, Commerce, Management or any other equivalent discipline from a recognized 

University.

ELIGIBILITY
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Contact Details

Faculty of Computer Applications & IT, PGDCA Programme, GLS University, 
GLS Campus, Opposite Law Garden, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad 380 006

+919409583791, 079 -26447636/38 

pgdca@glsuniversity.ac.in

www.glsmscit.org/pgdca

https://www.facebook.com/glsmscit

• Admissions will be given based on score obtained in graduation and personal interview.

• Candidates who have appeared in the final year examination can also apply.

• GLS University reserves the right to make any exception in the above rules without any notice. However, in case of 

any doubt regarding interpretation of any clause, the decision of the University authorities will be final.

• Allocation for SC, ST, SEBC etc. categories will be as per the rules of the University and State Government of Gujarat 

prevailing at the time of admissions.

• One year post graduate diploma programme for students who do not have computer science background.

• Contemporary Open Source Software with experimental and exploratory approach. 

• Access to computer lab with150 Pentium Core-2 duo workstations with Ubuntu 18.04 LTS client machines. 

• Access to E-resources from IET, EBSCO and many open access journals.

• Skill development through projects in iOS, Android, PHP, CMS and many more tools.

• Industry association with 100+ reputed IT companies, for placement assistance.

ADMISSION PROCESS

SALIENT FEATURES
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Faculty of commerce under GLS University imparts UG & PG programs in commerce. Under the UG program it offers 

B.Com. & B.Com. (Hons.) Courses and under the PG program it offers the M.Com course. Established in 1999 one of 

the flagship self-financed (NAAC accredited) institutes of Gujarat Law Society, Faculty of Commerce is determined to 

provide education excellence in the field of commerce. Dedicated to providing quality education in a fully – integrated, 

multicultural environment, Faculty of Commerce has been acclaimed ‘Asia’s Most Trusted Brand 2018 and 2019 and as 

‘India’s Most Trusted Brand’ in 2016 in Education sector. Faculty of Commerce has the distinct status of being enlisted 

in the list of ‘Best colleges’ in the commerce faculty of the nation in a national Survey conducted by ‘India Today’, a 

leading magazine; in July 2011 and 2014 & 2015, Faculty of Commerce was declared as the 4th Best Emerging 

Commerce College in the country. Faculty of Commerce hold amazing distinction of organizing two International 

conference in collaboration with CIMA, UK, at Sri Lanka in 2017 and at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  in 2019. Faculty of 

Commerce offer B.Com. & B. Com. (Hons.) 3 year bachelor degree programs and M.Com. 2 year Master degree 

program. Faculty of Commerce provides a strong foundation level understanding of Accounting, Finance, Taxation, Law 

& Management studies which will be helpful for farther studies such as CA, CS, CMA, CPA, MBA etc. Faculty of 

Commerce fosters well balanced and multi- dimensional personality of students, encompassing intellectual, social, 

physical, moral, emotional and aesthetic aspects. This quest for excellence is reflected in the accolades won by students 

in academic, sports and cultural activities & competitions held at an inter- college, inter university, national as well as 

international levels.

FACULTY OF COMMERCE

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

Master of Commerce

Master of Commerce (M.Com.) programme run by GLS University, aims to provide students with sound knowledge of 

accounting, management and business practices. The two- year programme is divided in to 4 Semesters.

We intend to impart an in-depth study of core commerce subjects such as Business Environment & Managerial 

Economics, Tax Planning & Management, Research Methodology, Advanced Financial Accounting and Corporate 

Governance & Business. Project preparation forms an integral part of the curriculum in order to enable students to get 

a detailed understanding on the subjects and thereby prepare them for future endeavours.

We focus on enhancing analytical and decision – making skills to help the students to sustain and succeed in the ever-

changing corporate world.

Our M.com. programme opens a wide array of career opportunities for students in the fields of Accounting, Business 

Analytics, Financial Management, Investment Banking, Corporate Analysis and the like. We also provide Placement 

opportunities in various fields through walk-in-interviews conducted by reputed companies in our placement list. The 

M. Com. Course imparts thorough and all-round knowledge about the subjects creating professionals with exceptional 

skill and expertise.
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COURSE STRUCTURE 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA  

Postgraduate Degree programme Master of Commerce (M.Com.) Two years. (Four Semesters)

• The applicant must be a graduate in Commerce/Business Administration from any recognized University. 

• The applicant must have a bachelor's degree in English medium.

SEMESTER - I

• Business environment and Managerial 

Economics

• Managerial Accounting

• Operation Research

• Strategic Management

• Tax planning and Management-1

SEMESTER - III

• Management Accounting-1

• Cost Accounting-1

• Auditing

• Corporate Financial Reporting

• Computerized Accounting And Application 

of Accounting Theory ( Case Study) 

SEMESTER - II

• Advanced Financial Accounting

• Perspectives of Management

• Corporate Governance and Business

• Research Methodology

• Tax Planning and Management-2

SEMESTER - IV

• Management Accounting-2

• Cost Accounting-2

• International Accounting

• Indian accounting Standards

• Project and Viva Voce
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ADMISSION PROCESS

1. Procure the admission form from the FOC office or login to online admission  portal.

2. Submit the application form as prescribed.

3. The candidate applying for the admission will be given preference according to the merit list declared on the basis 

of Final Year B.Com/BBA examination result. 

4. The set of merit lists for the General Category quota as well as applicable Reserved Category quota will be displayed 

on the specified date. The subsequent merit list will also be displayed as per the schedule of admission decided by 

the University. 

5. Eligible applicants will be granted admission according to his/her rank in the relevant merit list and availability of 

seats. 

6. GLS University reserves the right to make any exception in the above rules without any notice. However, in case of 

any doubt regarding interpretation of any clause, the decision of the University authorities will be final.

SALIENT FEATURES

• Curriculum is designed to prepare students for qualifying UGC-NET.

• Opportunity for Certifications ( GST Practitioner, Certified Management Accountant, USA (CMA)

• Intense curriculum bridging the gap between theory and practice

• Industrial visits so as to expose the students to real life, hands on experiences of various industries.

• Teaching Practice in UG classes

• Research Article Publication

• Current Affairs, Research Club and Activity Hours

Contact Details

Faculty of Commerce , GLS University, 
GLS Campus, Opposite Law Garden, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad 380 006

+91 9825067317, +91 79 26440036, +91 79 26440876

foc@glsuniversity.ac.in

www.glsuniversity.ac.in
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Unified Airwave Wi-fi Network @GLSU

Cloud based LMS @ GLSU

• State of the Art wireless Wave 2.0 network with 5G speed

• Campus wide seamless connectivity

• Secured by Sonic Firewall

• Powered by HP Aruba

• One of the 10 largest Wi-fi networks in the city of Ahmedabad

• Project Managed by Seventh Sense Inc., Canada

Stable Air • Secure Air • Simple Air • Smart Air

Simplified Learning • Engaging and Streamlined • Anytime Anywhere Learning 

• World Class Learning Management System (LMS) with Student-
friendly Features

• Customized Course Calendars

• Download Subjects Videos & Course Outline

• Online Quizzes and Student Evaluation

• Problem Solving & Clarity of Concept by Interacting with Teachers 
through LMS

• Moderated Discussion Boards

• Progress Monitoring, Attendance Reports and Fees Status

• 24/7 Availability
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AMENITIES AT GLSU
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• Faculty of Management has persistently maintained a commendable placement record for all the years of its 

existence.

• It is the most preferred management institute to many corporate fraternities for recruiting outstanding students with 

high potential as their future leaders.

• Recruiters across the sectors like Banking, Consultancy, Consumer Durables, E Commerce, Engineering & 

Manufacturing, Export & Import, Financial Services, FMCG, Healthcare, Hospitality, IT, Media, Pharmaceutical, 

Retail, Telecom and many more played a major role in hiring management grads.

• This has reinforced FOM's position as one of the Gujarat's premier B-schools & persistently maintained a 

commendable placement record.

• The Institute has been visited by 250+ companies across sectors to recruit the budding managers who were offered 

good positions with an average salary of Rs. 4 lacs per annum & highest salary of Rs. 12 lacs per annum.

• Few renowned corporate recruiters includes

•

• Asian Paints

• Axis Bank

• Bajaj Allianz

• Bandhan Bank

• Byju's

Amul •  

• CavinKare

• Coca-Cola India

• Hyat International

• ITC

• HDFC

CARE Ratings • Federal Bank

• ICICI

• Kia Motors

• LG Electronics

• LIDO Learning

• MRF Tyre

• Paytm

• PhonePe

• S&P Global

• TCS

• Torrent Power

• Zomato

PLACEMENT @ GLSU

FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT
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• With the legacy of 21 years, the placement cell is having a strong corporate relationship and alumni base which help 

the students for getting suitable opportunity. The placement cell regularly arranges the grooming sessions and 

practical exposure to enhance the skills of the students.

• At the industry, students can work on live projects as entry level programmer and maintaining software/application. 

With an MCA degree, the students are also eligible for teaching profession at reputed colleges/universities.

• On the completion of MCA course, a variety of employment options in top IT firms, consultancy firms and public 

sector are available.

• After acquiring reasonable work experience, skill set and caliber students can easily find high level job opportunities 

at leading IT firms across India and abroad with job profiles such as, Software Developer, Web Designer and 

Developer, Game Developer, Quality Analyst/Tester, Business Analyst, System Analyst, Technical Writer etc.

FACULTY OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

With the years of corporate relations and industry driven syllabus, Students are having enormous job opportunities in 

area of software development and network management. Few of our recruiters are listed below.

• Acespritech Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

• Bacancy Technology

• Biztech Consultancy

• byPeople Technologies

• Canny Informatics LLP

• Crossshore Solutions

• DiGi3 Inc.

• Elision Technolab LLP

• Elsner Technologies

• eTechMavens

• EVOSYS

• KNOWARTH Technologies Pvt. 

Ltd.

• metR Technology

• Morpheous

• Net Square Solutions Private 

Limited

• PRAXINFO

• ProT Systems

• Streebo

• Tatavsoft

• Tech-Receptives Solutions Pvt. 

Ltd.

• TechSamvaad Pvt. Ltd

• Vivacious Web Solutions Pvt. 

Ltd.

• Yudiz Solutions Pvt. Ltd

• Zealous System

FACULTY OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS & IT
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INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION
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Gujarat Law Society Campus, Ellisbridge, 
Ahmedabad - 380 006. 

+ 91 79 2644 0531 / 32 / 33, +91 9687477375

info@glsuniversity.ac.in 

www.glsuniversity.ac.in 


